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Remembering Ken Nagler
Notifications
& News items
NEW! Sign-in book for those renting
the Beltsville obedience building:
Please sign in with your name, date &
time, and the method you paid.
We appreciate you training with us.
Special thanks to Jeanette Hoover
and Diane Gilliam for the sign in
podium. Diane brought some wood
and Jeanette used her masterful DIY
skills to build it!
Workshops & Events
Upcoming Classes
Spencer Harrill returns from his
sabbatical in July.
Submissions for the Summer
Newsletter Deadline: August 15

Kenneth Malcolm Nagler died peacefully
in his sleep on March 11th. One of CTA’s
founders, he lived a full and rewarding
life for 101 years.
Ken’s daughters Betty Smith, Janet
Nagler, and Sue Beatty held a memorial
gathering for him on Saturday, March
26th at the Rosensteel Hall in Silver
Spring, MD.
This issue of the CTA Spring newsletter is dedicated to Ken in tribute
to the legacy he built. He was a mentor to many in the dog world and
lead an inspiring life as a meteorologist before that. Several articles
have been graciously submitted with permission to reprint them.
They are included in their entirety. Kind thoughts and memories have
been submitted and those are included in this issue as well.
Select this link to view Ken’s obituary at the Kalas Funeral Home.
Memorial contributions may be made to the American Kennel Club
Canine Health Foundation, P.O Box 900061, Raleigh, NC 27675
(www.akcchf.org).
And let us not forget Ken’s exquisite sense of humor...
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Discovered in an old email, Editor

Now clicker training’s quite the fad.
Results for some are not too bad.
The concept stemmed from Pavlov’s hound
Responding to some special sound.
The dog would start to salivate
Before he got the food he ate.
The modern click does much the same.
Enhancing our dog-training game
By causing Fido’s hopes to raise-Anticipating treats or praise.
Sometimes you click to no avail,
And other methods also fail.
No matter how you plead or shout,
Sometimes the dog just won’t put out
When asked to sit or heel or stay,
Thus giving you a rotten day.
It makes you feel quite like a fool,
And then you start to lose your cool.
But if other methods fail for you,
There’s something else that you can do.
Try “liquor training,” that’s its name,
To help you with your dog-sport game.
“How does this method work?” you ask.
Well, first you get a little flask,
Containing gin or other booze
Of any kind that you may choose.
Each time your dog decides to goof,
You take a sip of 80 proof.
It helps the handler to relax
And minimize the stress attacks.
When the handler’s mood is more at ease,
The dog may sometimes try to please,
Or, then again may still refuse
To mind his training P’s and Q’s.
But whether foul results or fair
When you liquor train—you just don’t care!
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Kenneth Malcolm Nagler
26 June 1920 - 11 March 2022
by Sandy Adler

Professional Life
In his second book, Ken attributed his unusually
successful career to being in the right place at the
right time, and downplays the fact that he was the
right person, in the right place at the right time.

Undergraduate School
Ken attended the Massachusetts State College
where he majored in mathematics, took a number
of science classes and learned a little German. The
attack on Pearl Harbor occurred in the middle of
his senior year, and after he graduated (magna cum
laude) he signed up to become a Naval officer.

His Military Career as a Naval Officer

My wife, Joan, and I met Ken and Nan in 1975. Over the
years we have had 11 German Shepherds, but our first
dog was a Dalmatian. “Labyrinth Benji Dalmuffin’s”
breeder recommended that we join the Greater
Washington Dalmatian Club to meet people who could
help us with training and introduce us to dog activities.
About a month later we went to watch an obedience
match and met Ken and Nan who were active in the
club, and they helped us feel at ease. When we were
ready for dog number two, a German shepherd, Ken
introduced us to her breeder. Over the years we
became friends and found ways to be supportive of
each other’s dog-related activities. For example, during
the last few years that Ken was still teaching puppy and
basic classes at CTA, he invited Joan to come to the last
class to “judge” the students and help pass out their
graduation certificates. I was aware of many of Ken’s
dog-related activities, and his travel adventures, but
until 2018, when I was putting together some stuff for
Ken’s 98th birthday, I was not aware of his professional
life. Most of the information which follows is extracted
from Ken’s second book, Weathering a Century: A long
and Happy Life, which I highly recommend.

Because of his college training in science and
mathematics, Ken was selected to attend an intensive
class at the University of Chicago. Nine months later
Ken graduated as a Navy meteorologist. Ken served at
a number of military installations in the United States
before being assigned, in April 1945, to the Naval
Technical Mission in Europe to investigate German
developments in meteorology and aeronautics. He
was stationed in Paris, but had to travel regularly to
occupied Germany and Austria to investigate and
report to Washington on German technology. In August
1946 Lieutenant Commander Nagler returned to the
United States as a civilian.
In 2019 Ken wrote in his biography, Weathering a
Century that if the war had not occurred, he would
have become a dull teacher of math or English in
New England. Instead, he became an internationally
recognized meteorologist and played a pivotal role in
the United States Space Program.

Civilian Career
Immediately after returning to civilian life, Ken returned
to the University of Chicago where he acquired a wife,
and a graduate degree in meteorology. He studied with
some of the world’s most prominent meteorologists and
worked as an instructor at the university. His master’s
degree thesis helped to describe the structure of the
newly discovered jet stream. He also met the love of his
life, Ann Blyth Hamilton, nicknamed “Nan”. They were
married on Sepember 13, 1947 and were inseparable
until her death on March 17, 2018.
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In

Ken formed and managed the Weather Support Group,
and was the Chief Meteorologist for the meteorological
team that worked on all of the Mercury, Gemini,
Apollo and Skylab missions for NASA. For some of the
orbital missions he was the last person to speak to the
astronaut immediately before the launch.
Ken was recognized many times during nearly 30 years
of Federal Service. In particular:

July 1948 Ken accepted a job as a meteorologist for the
United States Weather service. His first assignment
was a secret project to develop a system for measuring
radioactivity in the atmosphere and where it was
coming from. It was the beginning of the cold war,
and we needed to know if and when the Soviet Union
would have nuclear weapons. Later he helped develop
procedures to improve the safety of nuclear tests done
by the United States.
There were many other important assignments, and in
1960 NASA asked the Weather bureau to form a group
to support the planned manned space flight program.

In 1959 he was awarded a Silver Medal from the
Commerce Department for his work on radioactive
fallout predictions.
In 1970 he received a Meritorious Service award form
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
for design of a weather photography experiment for
the Gemini 5 mission that produced high-resolution
pictures used in predicting weather.
In 1973 he was awarded a Gold Medal from the
Commerce Department for leadership in support of the
NASA Manned Space Flight Program.
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Personal Life
Dogs
After his retirement in 1970, Ken embarked on a
long and distinguished avocation as a dog breeder,
obedience judge and trainer.
Ken and his wife, Nan, owned and trained 10
Dalmatians, 9 Poodles, 2 Shelties and a Miniature
Pinscher, with a combined total of 7 championships and
45 obedience titles. Ken and Nan also breed 11 litters
of Dalmatians and 2 litters of Standard Poodles.

Since 1971, he was a very active and popular AKC
obedience judge, and never charged a fee. I could not
obtain Ken’s AKC judging records for the years 1971
through 1997, but according to the AKC website, he
accepted 244 judging assignments just during the
period 1998 to 2014
In 1982 he was elected President and Training Director
of the Canine Training Association (CTA) in Beltsville,
MD, and served in that capacity for over 40 years. In
addition to offering training in obedience, agility, rally,
and tracking, CTA is one of the most preferred (indoor,
air conditioned, reasonably priced) dog show sites in the
Washington, DC area. Ken taught puppy, novice, open
and utility obedience classes at CTA.
He was also a member of several other dog clubs
including Rock Creek Kennel Club, Washington Poodle
Club, Greater Washington Dalmatian Club, and was
on the Board of Directors of the Dalmatian Club of
America.
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Travel
Ken and Nan also shared a passion for travel, and
visited most of the United States, as well as 37
countries on all 7 continents. Over 20 pages of Ken’s
biography are devoted to the incredible experiences
that he and Nan shared. If you want to know more
about the snake that fell on Ken’s head in Belize, or
the mother tiger that challenged the elephant he was
riding in India, or what it was like to walk on the Great
Wall of China or stand on the equator, you will have
to read the book for yourself.

Writing
Ken attributed his writing skills to good English teachers
in both high school and college, and his interest in
English literature and poetry. He found that his
writing skills were very important in documenting the
many technical publications that he wrote during his
professional career.
During his “retirement” he wrote two books. In 2012 he
wrote Long and Short, Some stories, Verse, and Articles, a
book of which contains a unique combination of poetry,
short stories about general truths, actual events, and
summaries about his travels. In August 2019 he wrote
his autobiography, Weathering a Century: A Long and
Happy Life.
The writing we will miss most is Ken’s annual Christmas
Newsletter that he sent to many of his friends.

from the Newsletter Editor:
This tribute article concluded with his Liquor Training
poem (see page 2) that was published in the June 2001
issue of Front and Finish magazine.
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Article forwarded by Fiona Horsfall who worked at the National Weather Service (NWS)
for 26 years before moving to another office in NOAA last year.

Employees of the National Weather Service (NWS)
Facebook Group, posted by Robert Bunge
Ken Nagler (1921-2022), retired US Weather
Bureau/NWS employee, aged 101 years, passed
away peacefully in his sleep recently. Born and
raised in New England, Ken learned at an early
age he had a strong connection with animals of
all types. In 1939, Ken accepted a Navy ROTC
scholarship to the University of Chicago where
the Navy assigned him to become a meteorologist.
After graduation, he was commissioned and
assigned to a multi-branch/civilian unit of
atmospheric scientists that traveled to Europe
in 1944 where they followed Allied troops,
collected German meteorological instruments
and interviewed German scientists in order to
determine if they had advancements that could be
applied to post war American science.
After being discharged from the Navy in 1946,
Nagler completed post- graduate studies in
atmospheric science at the University of Chicago.
Hearing of his graduation, Ken was contacted
by a former colleague who asked if he would be
interested in working at the US Weather Bureau on
a top secret program.
US intelligence services had learned the Soviet
Union was working on an atomic bomb program
and, in an era before satellites, had started a
series of routine, highly dangerous flights of B-29
bombers over the north pole to collect air samples
that would contain fallout of a Soviet bomb test.
The Weather Bureau team’s job was to use weather
data and decay data from the radioactive particles
to estimate the location, inside of a country that
spanned 11 time zones, of the bomb test when it
finally happened. This occurred in August, 1949,
with the results of the work remaining classified.
The team had also been tasked to provide weather
support, including fallout forecast maps, aviation
and marine forecasts for supporting units, etc,
for US atmospheric bomb tests. As a result, Ken
witnessed dozens of atomic blasts, including many
in the Pacific islands throughout the 1950’s.

The 1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty ended
atmospheric tests, so Ken’s team was next tasked
to support the new US manned space program.
Ken’s team prepared briefing materials and a
notebook that would be carried by the astronauts
on their flight. In this role, Ken rode in the van with
the astronauts to the launch vehicle, giving them
an up-to-the-minute briefing before launch, where
over time, he briefed the crews of every manned
launch through the end of the Apollo-Soyzu
missions in 1975.
With the end of Apollo, and the Space Shuttle some
years off into the future, when the Administration
required agencies to reduce the number of
employees, Ken’s team was declared out of
scope of mission and Ken was given the task of
implementing the reduction in force process to lay
off his team members. Ken was then offered a GS16 position to stand up a division that would verify
and assess severe weather events. This new job
would require frequent, unscheduled travel.
Starting in the 1960’s, Ken, and his wife, had
started to train a series of Standard Poodle dogs,
using a “new” approach of positive reinforcement,
using treats and calming voice, instead of negative
reinforcement that used pain and negative voice.
Quickly becoming a national expert in this process,
Ken became a sought after speaker/demonstrator
of the method at dog clubs across the country. He
then became a nationally recognized AKC canine
obedience judge, who was known for his cool
demeanor, expert knowledge of the rules, and fair
judgment.
Since these dog events were planned months
in advance, and his new job would require
unscheduled travel, disappointed over the events of
his Spaceflight group, and with time in service, Ken
put in his retirement papers in 1976 and walked
away, “and I never went back to see how things
were going” he would later write.
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Settled into retirement and engaged as leadership in
the Canine Training Association (CTA), headquartered
in Beltsville, MD, Ken was directly involved in the
training of thousands of dog owners. CTA continues to
operate today and the positive reinforcement methods
he helped to pioneer are today mainstream and taught

at PetSmart and thousands of other dog schools around
the country.
In 1992, upon de-classification, Ken was a co-author of
a BAMS article that described their 1949 Soviet atomic
bomb site location technics and results.

Ken in action brieﬁng astronauts John Young, Deke Slayton and Gus Grissom in 1965, from Tim Garner.

Sources: Weathering a Century: A Long and Happy Life, by Kenneth M. Nagler and Betty Nagler Smith (Editor), August,
2016. ISBN-10 1686386540. Conversations with Nagler, 2006, 2010.
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At age 99, the autobiography is used to share
inspiring stories of a life well-lived
June 30, 2019 / by Phil Burgess

(link to article online)

Unabridged from the Life section of the Annapolis Capital Sunday June 30, 2019
Celebrities, they say, are known for being known.
Heroes, by contrast, are known for their deeds – for
results and accomplishments and their contributions to
the commonweal.
While many heroes are well known – such as aviator
Charles Lindbergh or astronaut John Glenn – others are
less well-known. Those are the unsung heroes.
Last week I met a true unsung hero from the Greatest
Generation. He lives in Edgewater. His name is Kenneth
Nagler, and he met Lindbergh, worked with Glenn and
celebrated his 99th birthday last week.

Nagler’s gait has been slowed by his advanced
age, but not his sharp mind nor his keen wit. And
lucky for us because Nagler has been involved in
leadership positions in some of the most consequential
developments since the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor in December 1941.
Born in Longmeadow, Massachusetts in 1920, Nagler
is the son of first- generation German immigrants.
He came from a large family where everyone was
supportive and congenial – “…except for ‘Crummy
Uncle Bill’ who was often cheap and self-centered and
sometimes bad- tempered.”
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From an early age, he acquired a life-long love of
animals from his father who once took him to a zoo
headed by Theodor Geisel, the father of the author, Dr.
Seuss.
Nagler grew up around his father’s menagerie –
including foxes, game hens, several varieties of
pheasants and prize-winning homing pigeons.
Young Nagler always had dogs, beginning with Spot,
a Beagle-like rabbit hound followed by a Redbone
Coonhound and an English Setter – plus cats, a pet
squirrel and white rats.
At age 13, Nagler’s father offered a choice: to get
pheasants or homing pigeons. “I chose the pigeons,” he
said.
Within a year he had nearly a dozen young birds, joined
the local club and started competing in young-bird
races from 80 up to 300 miles.
“You know,” he said, “homing pigeons can fly 40-60
mph for long distances. They have great endurance, and
some have been clocked at over 90 mph.”
He continued, “In my first competitive year, 1934, we
finished okay in earlier races, but we won the last and
longest, a 300-mile race.”
In the autumn of 2013 – 80 years after he started
his bird-racing hobby – he was found observing the
incoming birds from a Maryland fancier’s loft.
Nagler also acquired an affinity for the outdoors
and a love of fishing and hunting from his father. “My
hunting successes included grouse, rabbits, a crow and
goshawk. Those birds were considered varmints then,
but I have regretted shooting them ever since.”
Still, travel and his love of walking in pristine wilderness,
and especially rain forests, remained a lifelong interest
of Nagler and Nan – his wife of 70 years and the mother
of their three girls. Nan passed in 2018, “the saddest
day of my life,” he said.
Over the course of their life together, Nagler visited
many countries and all seven continents, including
Antarctica.
After graduating from high school, Nagler attended
what is now called the University of Massachusetts
in Amherst. He joined the ROTC program (which still

featured cavalry) and majored in mathematics.
True to form, however, he sought out highly regarded
faculty to take a variety of other courses – from botany
and entomology to advanced physics and creative
writing.
“The attack on Pearl Harbor occurred in the middle of
my senior year. My classmates and I realized that our
life would change radically and that we would somehow
have to get involved in the military.”
“If that disastrous event had not occurred,” he added, “I
probably would have become a dull teacher of math or
English somewhere in New England.”
However, what followed in the life of Ken Nagler is
anything but dull.
First, he joined the Navy. During officers’ candidate
school, he befriended a former weather observer
on Admiral Richard Byrd’s expedition to Antarctica,
so when the time came to choose a specialty, Nagler
chose meteorology. This led to intensive training at the
University of Chicago after which he received his first
assignment to the Naval Air Station in Atlanta
That was 1943, and from that time on, it was all
business as Nagler spent the rest of his career, much of
it in top positions, as a weather specialist.
In 1945, Nagler joined a Naval technical mission
in Europe to investigate German developments in
meteorology. Nagler then focused on fallout patterns
that might be expected in chemical warfare or nuclear
testing. After assignments in Utah and Nevada, Nagler
developed a nuclear fallout prediction method that was
used in planning and executing all subsequent nuclear
tests from 1955, including those in the Marshall Island
atolls of Eniwetok and Bikini in the Western Pacific.
But, as they say in the TV ads, “Wait! That’s not all!”
In 1947, Nagler returned to the University of Chicago,
where, he says, “I got a wife and a Master’s degree.”
In the early 1950s, as aircraft routinely operated at
altitudes above 30,000 feet, Nagler and a colleague
published research on the jet stream, a band of highspeed westerly air currents that encircle the globe and
shape surface as well as atmospheric weather.
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In 1960, NASA asked the US Weather Bureau to form
a weather support group for America’s first mannedspace program. The Bureau turned to Nagler, who
formed the Project Mercury Weather Support Group.

He just finished his autobiography: “A Long and Happy
Life: The Autobiography of Kenneth M. Nagler.” At
174-typed pages, including many historic images, it is a
splendid read.

For the next 12 years, Nagler headed the teams that
provided weather support to Mercury and the Gemini,
Apollo and Skylab manned-space programs.

When I asked him, “What’s next?” Nagler quipped,
“Some people have unpublished manuscripts. I have
unwritten manuscripts. They are in my head but not yet
on paper. I work them out in bed at night. I have eight of
them. That’s next.”

Nagler was typically among the last to brief the
astronauts before their launch, often conducting a final
brief while riding with the astronaut to the launch pad.
Nagler personally viewed more than 30 launches from
May 1961 to December 1972.
Testimony to personal relationships with nearly every
astronaut during that period is found in personal notes
and inscribed photographs that Nagler has saved over
the years.
When I asked him how he would sum up his career as
a meteorologist, he said, “Working at the forefront of
science has been very rewarding.”
When he “retired,” Nagler didn’t head for the golf
course. “I played golf a couple of times.
But I once got a par on a par- three hole. Since that is
the goal in the game, and I succeeded, I never had to
play golf again.”
Instead, Nagler continued to indulge long-standing
passions: animals, travel, and writing.
The Naglers had many dogs – primarily Dalmatians and
Standard Poodles. He trained and showed his dogs in
obedience trials – and trained a box turtle to run an
obstacle course. “Turtle Agility” has more than 40,000
hits on Google.
“At one point,” he said, “I had more Dalmatian obedience
titles than anyone else in the country.”
Once fully retired, he became an obedience judge for
the American Kennel Club. “Between 1971 and 2014,”
he observed, “I judged hundreds of obedience trials,
mostly along the East Coast and Midwest, and four in
Canada.”
Now that he is in a “slow-go” phase as far as physical
activity is concerned, Nagler has amped up his writing.

In addition to his wonderful story of his love of family,
his talent for prose, and passion for science, nature and
animals of all kinds – but especially dogs – Nagler is also
gifted in rhyme and meter. In fact, the Nagler’s annual
Christmas letter to friends and family is always set in
rhyme, as are his accounts, in poetry, of the many places
he has visited around the world.
I will conclude with the verse Nagler uses to end his
autobiography: “I’ve lived a long and active life / Good
parents, daughters, special wife / At near one hundred,
still alive / I guess I’ll aim for one-o-five.”
Godspeed, Kenneth Nagler.
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At age 100, Annapolitan centenarian is still using his gifts
July 12, 2020 / by Phil Burgess

(link to original article)

Unabridged from the Life section of the Annapolis Capital Sunday July 12, 2020
A few weeks back, we noted the US Census Bureau’s
forecast that the US will have 130,000 centenarians by
2030, up from 53,000 in 2010.
Two weeks ago, on June 26, 2020, the Annapolis area
did its part, when Ken Nagler of Edgewater, a Bonus
Years subject from yesteryear, celebrated his 100th
birthday.
Kenneth Nagler was born in Longmeadow,
Massachusetts in 1920, the son of first-generation
German immigrants.
He attended what is now called the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst, but the 1941 attack on
Pearl Harbor occurred in the middle of his senior year.
Like so many of the Greatest Generation, when he

graduated he joined the military, where his course work
in the sciences led him to become a Navy meteorologist.
Nagler’s wartime service was the beginning of an uber
interesting career, much of it in senior positions, as a
weather specialist.
After the war, Nagler went to Utah and Nevada where
he developed a nuclear fallout prediction method that
was used in planning and executing all subsequent US
nuclear tests, including those in the Marshall Island
atolls of Eniwetok and Bikini in the Western Pacific.
In 1947, Nagler returned to the University of Chicago,
where he earned a master’s degree and met Nan, his
wife of 70 years.
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After completing their university work, also in 1947, the
Naglers moved to the Washington, D.C. area where Ken
and Nan had three girls: Betty, Janet and Sue.

Nagler retains a great sense of humor that finds its
way into almost every conversation – multiple times,
depending on how long you go.

Though Betty Smith lives in Winfield, Illinois, the other
two daughters live nearby in Maryland – Janet Nagler
in Silver Spring and Sue Beatty in Edgewater. In fact,
daughter Sue lives next door to Ken’s Edgewater home

His golf story is also symptomatic of the new chapters in
his life, where he can be found seeking new challenges
and new horizons. During his second 30 years, his
bonus years, Nagler took up new and difficult projects,
each in the context of long-standing passions: animals,
travel, and writing.

Unfortunately, Ken’s beloved Nan passed in 2018 at age
94, “the saddest day of my life,” he told me.
Washington is also where Nagler continued his career
with the U.S. Weather Service, where he:
•

Pioneered research on the jet stream, a band
of high-speed westerly air currents that
encircle the globe and shape surface as well
as atmospheric weather. This was important
because of the introduction of high-flying
commercial aircraft – including the Boeing 707
the world’s first commercial jet airliner, which
made its first flight in 1954.

•

Formed, at NASA’s request in 1960, the Project
Mercury Weather Support Group for America’s
first manned-space program.

•

Devoted the next 12 years, from 1960-1972,
to heading up weather support operations not
only for Mercury and but also for the Gemini,
Apollo and Skylab manned-space programs.

Talking with Nagler, I discovered he was typically among
the last to brief the astronauts before their launch,
often conducting a final weather brief while riding with
the astronaut to the launch pad.
Nagler personally viewed more than 30 launches from
May 1961 to December 1972. Testimony to his personal
relationships with nearly every astronaut during
that period is found in personal notes and inscribed
photographs that Nagler has saved over the years.
When I asked him how he would sum up his career as
a meteorologist, he said, “Working at the forefront of
science has been very rewarding.”
When he “retired,” Nagler didn’t head for the golf
course. “I played golf a couple of times. But I gave it up
after achieving a par on a par-three hole. Since par is the
goal in the game, and I succeeded, I never had to play
golf again.”

•

The Naglers had many dogs – primarily
Dalmatians and Standard Poodles – and he
trained and showed his dogs in obedience trials.
“At one point,” he said, “I had more Dalmatian
obedience titles than anyone else in the
country.”

•

He became an obedience judge for the
American Kennel Club. “Between 1971 and
2014,” he observed, “I judged hundreds of
obedience trials, mostly along the East Coast
and Midwest, and four in Canada.”

•

Nagler recently amped up his writing,
completing a 174-page autobiography entitled,
“A Long and Happy Life: The Autobiography
of Kenneth M. Nagler” – a splendid read with
many historic images.

Nagler’s autobiography is also a place where he flashes
his talent in rhyme and meter, concluding his life’s story
with:
I’ve lived a long and active life…
Good parents, daughters, special wife.
At near one hundred, still alive…
I guess I’ll aim for one-o-five.
Good stuff, though, given his birthday, a revision is now
required. The second half should read,
Now at one hundred, still alive…
I guess I’ll aim for one-o-five.
Nagler’s wonderful story is framed by his love of
family, his talent for prose, and his passion for science,
nature and animals of all kinds – but especially dogs
– and three loving and caring daughters and an adult
grandson.
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All three daughters joined to create a special 100th
birthday party – with Betty on Zoom from Illinois.
According to Sue, who lives next door and looks in on
her dad every day, “It was a wonderful and memorable
celebration. He has received 350 birthday cards so far.”
She added, “He has enjoyed reading them all – and he
remembers most of the senders. As you know, he was
a very popular American Kennel Club judge for many
years, so many of the cards come from AKC people who
met him 50+ years ago.”
When people talk about “the good life”, I often think
of Ken Nagler and his many blessings, not the least his
upbeat spirit and the productive and satisfying bonus
years where chapters of his life are still being written.
Happy 100, Mr. Nagler. But, hey, why stop at 105?

Some of Ken Nagler’s 350 birthday cards!
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Memories & Tributes
A few thoughts and recollections from Ken’s friends and those influenced and
inspired by him. (see more tributes here)
Ron Long
It is well known that we dog people can be a strange
and eccentric bunch. In fact, I have come to believe that
many of us like dogs so much because we just aren’t
that good with people.
But no matter how odd the dog person, Ken Nagler
always had time to listen to a good story about their
dogs. And of course, he had a few stories of his own
which he loved to tell. My wife and I keep English
Setters, and between the two of us I literally can’t count
the number of times Ken told us about the mighty “Ray
of Forest Knoll”, the English Setter he had as a boy. Ray
was brilliant at finding and flushing the birds, but never
felt the need to point them.
The office where I work for the State of Maryland
is near Ken’s house, and I used to drop by at lunch
regularly to pick up CTA paperwork. I would wait by
the door and try to avoid his poodles nipping at the
back of my trousers while Ken collected up the papers
and regaled me with stories of his working life. He
liked to make fun of whatever blue or patterned shirt
I was wearing and remind me that back in his day,
government men always wore white shirts to indicate
their stainless and trustworthy character. Of course,

he was also fond of telling me about the three-martini
lunches they sometimes enjoyed.
One of the most fun things I get to do for CTA is judge
the graduations of Basic Obedience classes. When I
call out the orders in the ring, it is always Ken’s voice I
hear in my head. He almost sang the orders as much as
he said them, crisply and always exactly the same: “Left
turn!” “Right turn!”, and my personal favorite, “Uh-bout
turn!” If you were ever in his classes or orientations, you
can probably hear him now too.
Ken had no patience for religion. Whether this was
from bad experiences in church or from his training as
a man of science, I couldn’t say. But while he had no
use for the love of God, I think that he did believe in
the love of a dog. Dogs love us simply, wholly, without
complications or conditions, even if we sometimes don’t
deserve it. And I think Ken felt that if a dog saw fit to
love someone, that person had earned a place at CTA,
no matter how odd or eccentric they might be. That
generous, welcoming spirit is one of Ken’s best legacies
to our club. I hope it long endures.
As Ken often said in parting, do try and stay out of
trouble now, will you?

Dallas Bolen
I met Ken Nagler in 1974 when I was desperate for help
with my Irish setter puppy, Rags. I don’t remember
where I learned about CTA, but I signed up for the
class which was held in the basement of the Methodist
church in Hyattsville and Ken was the instructor. Not
only did I get that pup under control, I began my long
association with CTA and, when Ken asked me to be
his assistant with the puppy class a year or so later, my
“career” as an obedience instructor. Ken was a gentle
man and treated all creatures, human and canine, with
kindness and courtesy. He was also very persuasive
and steered me towards showing Rags (and future dogs)
in obedience. I have heard the same thing from many of
the CTA members! Ken and I were often at the same
trials and he always had an interest in outcome. If my
dog was successful, he was always happy for us and

was generous with his congratulations. If we weren’t,
he commiserated then encouraged me to keep going. I
am happy to say that I had a lot of success with multiple
titles on multiple collies over the years and have Ken to
thank for it. He was a giant of a man and will be sorely
missed by so many. Rest in peace, dear friend.

Barb Isom
CTA gave me a world of knowledge I use to this day to
make all my dogs have a wonderful life. I volunteer at
a shelter now and still use everything I learned. The
most important aspect for me was the affordability of
being able to attend every week. Ken figured a way for
everyone to have access. That was a blessing. My time
at CTA brings such warm and fond memories. Thank
you Ken and Nan for establishing CTA.
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Debbie Schwartz
Ken was such a great guy. I was showing my poodle in
utility A and he failed. Ken came up to me and gave me a
set of poodle glasses. I said but I failed and he said that
he wanted me to have them because my poodle was
going to get his utility title and he did.

When he said “good luck”, you knew that he hoped you
would win your class, earn your title, meet your goals.
He was the epitome of a good sportsman. And, he was
knowledgeable in many other areas, making him a great
conversationalist.
I adored him.

Arthur Belendiuk
I met Ken in 1990. I had a Weimaraner puppy, Laszlo,
who needed training. After puppy and basic class, Ken
encouraged me to try for the companion dog title. Ken
said “you have a smart dog you can do it.” I remember
my first qualifying CD leg, I started jumping up and
down shouting, “Laszlo we qualified, we qualified.” Then
I noticed that everyone was staring at us. It did not
matter, we had qualified. Thank you, Ken, for getting me
started in competition obedience. You shared your love
of dogs and obedience with me. That part of you lives on
in my heart and in the hearts of my dogs.

Diane Gilliam
I met the Naglers back in 1974, when my vet suggested
I take my Old English Sheepdog mix for obedience
training.
They must have given me a good foundation as that dog
was by my side constantly for the next fourteen years.

Milly Welsh
The sport of dog obedience has never had a more
generous person than Ken Nagler. He gave willingly of his
time to teach, to mentor, to judge, to lead CTA, and to be
a positive presence for all of us who wanted to have a well
trained dog as either a pet or a competitor. He loved all
dogs and liked all of their owners.
Ken Nagler represents my ideal of the perfect
obedience enthusiast. He willingly taught hours and
hours of classes, year after year. He did numerous runthrus. He had a ring set up in his yard for anyone to use
at anytime. He knew ever detail in the rule book. He
willingly judged all over the county. His biggest thrill
as a judge was to be able to score a dog 200, and then
he would brag about that dog as if it were his own.
Although his own dogs were not always super-stars,
Ken enjoyed every moment he spent training and
showing them.

Forward to 2002 when I got my first Rottweiler and my
first dog I wanted to show in obedience. Ken was my
instructor and helped me along with my training. He
asked if I would assist him on Monday nights with his
Basic Obedience class. I don’t think it’s a secret that it
was very hard to so NO to Ken.
Before long I was teaching the class and remain to this
day in that position. Ken quickly became the PR Man
for Monday nights.
He could talk to anyone about anything.
One of my favorite lines of his was he would ask people
watching the classes if they had a dog, when they
replied no, he would say,”well we have to get you one
and not just any dog but one that’s been banned in at
least 3 states”.
Thank you Ken for your time, training, friendship,
dedication and wit.
God Speed my friend
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Darlene Chroniger
Ken, always personable and charming, used to jokingly
ask me (referring to whichever dog I had in tow) “Has
she/he bit anyone today?” and we laughed.
Ken and I spent a couple of years together training
our dogs in Utility. He was so encouraging to me,
a rank beginner in utility. A very knowledgeable,
accomplished, but humble individual, I loved hearing
his vast wealth of dog stories. He was well into his
senior years by then, and I was in awe of his ability
to handle those big poodles. He generously shared
so much experience, complete with training tips and
observations, and I never saw him without a smile.

Linsey Erar
The staff at Maryland Therapeutic Riding is saddened
to hear the news of Mr. Ken’s passing. He came to ride
our horse, Emma. It was a day meant to give Mr. Ken
one more experience on a horse. Little did he know, he
was a blessing to everyone who was with him on that
day. Mr. Ken was at the farm for only a few hours, but
he left a lasting impression.
We are truly blessed to have meet him. He was a
treasure and he will forever be in our memories.

Kathy & Scott Shifflett

Here is a link to some photos and videos we took on his
day at the farm with Emma.

We are very sorry for CTAs loss of Ken Nagler. He
was the backbone of CTA and truly loved his dogs and
training. I know the CTA family has lost a great friend.

Diana Hong
Everyone has a story about Ken. For me that is no
surprise as that is the type of person he was. Funny,
smart as a whip, and an endless source of wisdom and
information. Maybe it was because he knew my dogs
were always rescued terrier-like mixes or maybe it was
just me (lol) ...but he would always greet me by asking
if my dogs had killed any rats lately or if we had gotten
into any trouble lately! Most of the time my reply would
be “no” and “yes, of course!” And so our conversation
would begin. I grew to learn that Ken had a spectacular
life and career outside of CTA and dog training, quite
impressive by any measure. But for me he will always be
the sum of our lighthearted chats and the guiding force
behind the existence and development of CTA where
I first discovered my passion for working with and
competing with dogs. Rest easy, Ken.
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Joanne Howl, DVM
I am so very sorry to hear of Ken’s passing. He helped
my train my Golden many years ago - and was a
delightful and knowledgeable man. I am surprised that
he was over 100! Sending condolences and prayers.

Thunder, Cookie, Thunder Bella, Allyn Sr,
Allyn Koger II, Kada Koger, Delano & Leisa

Sandi Atkinson
As a member of Capital Dog Training Club of
Washington, D.C., I first met Ken through my dog
obedience training activities. The photo was taken
in May, 1986, at Mattaponi Kennel Club’s AKC dog
obedience trial in Virginia. Ken judged Novice A that
day. My daughter Maurine and her Basenji Romeo
qualified, earning their second leg towards the
Companion Dog title. Just a few months ago, I visited
Ken, taking along my Basenji Figaro and Cavalier King
Charles Spaniel Dandini. We will all miss Ken. He was a
popular, fair, and knowledgeable obedience judge.

I really appreciated talking dog talk with Mr Nagler.
The conversations took me back to when me and my
love for dogs really blossomed 46 years ago back in
middle school. I went to my first dog training school.
It was run by a Baltimore County K-9 police officer
instructor Officer Knox and Mr Nagler knew him, what
a great conversation and what a great treat it was to
go back to a life changing time in your childhood and
Mr Nagler was part of the apparatus that made it up.
Any conversation with Mr Nagler could start over
something like “ what time is the Canine Good Citizen
test today and end up 40 minutes later with just straight
dog talk. It didn’t get any better then that and when it
came to dog trainers, IT DIDN’T GET ANY BETTER
than Mr Nagler, the Father of dog training!
May he rest in peace, we will miss you!

Clara L Brown
Ken taught the very first class I took at CTA. It was in
the early 90’s and I had a very rambunctious PWD male
puppy. I needed a lot of help!
Ken was wonderful! He was so knowledgeable, his
patience and sense of humor helped us all get over the
ruff spots in our training.
By the end of the class Ken offered his congratulations
but not to me! He said my dog, JJ, had succeeded in
teaching me to execute a perfect bow on multiple
occasions! I was totally unaware till then that I was
constantly leaning over every time I spoke to my dog.
What a good laugh we all had! His corrections were
always kind and encouraging whether issued to human
or beast.
I will never say ‘fuuie’ to a dog without thinking of Ken
and his mischievous smile.
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Nurse Jane Swann and the Boyz
My Vladimir and I remembered Mr Nagler today!
My TsarPeter was told of his greatness!
Mr Ken personally evaluated my very first dog Saffron
Sasha of Alspice, 1993. Mr Ken would be pleased to
know Romanov was “Deployed” as a “Comfort Dog” to
two worthy USAF Pilots in Training Status!
Great men and women are Forever Remembered!
CTA was/ is Great!
Ira Hartwell, my special Annapolis Trainer is
Remembered!
Vladimir …
TsarPeter…
One dog with me at all times … to Protect Me!
Our dogs are Gifts to us really.
Our job is to love them, feed them and always
be kind and fair.
Dogs have a wonderful heart!
They love as wide as the sky!
They love as deep as the Universe!
Yes, CTA, we must “Train” our dogs!
I can see immediately who has a good handle for their
dog and who is just plain lazy! Ms Long or her associate
suggested they wonderful Hambrung Coke Collar, Mr
Ira taught me about the Dogtra Bark Collar.., Dr Stotler
is our Vet. Muddy Paws, our groomers! Even our new
VW TAOS carries both dogs very comfortably as I
venture out to Desensitize my poor, over anxious Tsar!
Dogs are only dogs! Both sleep tethered on the floor in
my Big Bedroom. Ken and CTA taught me that “Crates”
sized properly are a Dog’s Safe Place!
Folks don’t even know I have these wonderful
dogs because they are so well behaved inside.
These two dogs just love the wind and the water
on our Private Pier! Each dog drinks his full of
water at various sitting spots for us. When the
price of one Extra Large Antler was affordable,
each dog was give his special anther to chew!
Ken Nagler lives on! Never doubt that!
As does his beautiful wife Nan!
Thank you CTA!
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Debra Barrows

Kim, Karen, and Meredith Mullings

Ken was someone I first met during my husband’s first
deployment here in Washington D.C. around 1978. I
was training a dog in Utility and no other club in the
area would allow someone to come into their training
program with a dog that had advanced that far in its
training. Ken opened his arms and said of course come
on down! He did some mentoring, shared his yard
in Upper Marlboro, gave advice etc. When I moved
to Charleston a little while later I finished that titled
all thanks to Ken and became a training director for
the club there using many of his methods. When we
moved back here several years later he convinced me
to teach for CTA and then to start to judge. Mentoring
and encouraging me all the way. I have much to thank
him for! He and I also tracked together and we tried
agility with our dogs together when CTA first set up its
program. Ken was a go getter and he encouraged those
around him to give back to the sport! He walked the
talk! I will miss him for sure.

A few photos with Ken. He will truly be missed.
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Tara Brumfield
The photo on the right was taken recently at his
assisted living facility circa January 2022. That day Ken
stated he needed a puppy like Mochi that he could train.
That it’s 100 steps to the dining hall and that would be
enough steps for him to train.
Photos below are from his 99th birthday party.
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Upcoming Events at CTA
Canine Fitness Workshop

Sunday April 24, 10:00AM to 3:00PM
Come learn how to keep your dog healthy and fit
whether it is a couch potato or a performance dog.
Dr. Nicholas Albano of Balance Veterinary Center
will be the presenter. Dr. Albano is a Certified
Canine Rehabilitation Therapist. He has helped both
companion and sports dog enjoy a great quality of life.

There will also be time included for you to practice
some of the skills with your dog. Your dog must be
friendly and not dog or people aggressive. You will need
to bring a crate for your dog to rest in during some of
the workshop. Please bring lots of small, yummy treats.

Communication with Your Dog Using Their Native Language
Sunday May 22, 9:30AM to 3:00PM

Come join in the fun as we learn how to communicate
with our canine pal. Owners have to reach over the
species divide to learn how the dog thinks and work
as a team without constantly using lures etc. Patrice
Leipham is the presenter. She will help dogs and owners
open the doors to communication.
Patrice’s approach offers alternatives for the trainer,
other than the conventional or traditional methods.
The goals of “offering” behaviors for a reward through
relationship building are very attainable for all breeds.

Your dog will start tap-dancing before long to achieve
his reward! Free-thinking off-leash training promoting
strong focus and drive are some of the essential pillars
in this innovative method of training. Ultimately
the rewards of a strong partnership and excellent
communication result in positive behavioral offerings
that can be incorporated in any activity the handler
chooses to do with his or her canine partner — inside
and outside the home!

Companion Dog Sports Program Fun Match
Sunday, August 28, 10AM to 2:30PM

The CDSP Fun Match will allow dogs and handlers to
have the experience of what it is like to be at a trial.
Marguerite Plank, CDSP judge, will be present to judge
the various teams like in a real match but also provide

feedback and tips. There will be starter novice, novice
and open slots at the fun match. More details will be
forthcoming.

Canine Good Citizen and Community Canine Evaluations
Sunday, Sepember 18, 9:00AM to 2:30PM

Come have fun with your dog while earning your CGC
or CGC A titles. More details forthcoming
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Recently, another training opportunity…
Companion Dog Sports Program

What is it? How do my dog and I get involved?
CTA hosted a CDSP workshop on Sunday, March
27th. The participants learned that the Companion
Dog Sports Program was created using a combination
of traditional competition obedience exercises and
guidelines as well as feedback from exhibitors, trainers
and judges across the country. The result is a registry
that celebrates a natural style of competition obedience
in a relaxed and celebratory atmosphere.

Marguerite Plank, CSDP judge, was the presenter and
worked with the participants on various exercises so
they could become familiar with them. There will be a
CDSP fun match on Sunday, August 28th. Please see
details above in newsletter.
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May is Pet Cancer Awareness Month.

The AKC Canine Health Foundation is hosting a series of
pre-recorded and live webinars. Join them Thursday
evenings in May to learn more about lymphoma,
hemangiosarcoma, and the role of hormone receptors
in canine cancer. The series will finish with a LIVE
Q&A discussion with all three presenters. Submit your
questions during the live event or when you register.
Registration is FREE during Pet Cancer Awareness
Month – May 2022.

Predicting Lymphoma in Dogs

May 5, 2022 @ 7pm ET, Dr. Daniel Promislow,

Luteinizing Hormone Receptor Activation in
Lymphoma and Hemangiosarcoma

May 12, 2022 @ 7pm ET, Dr. Michelle Kutzler

Toward Curative Outcomes in Canine
Hemangiosarcoma

May 19, 2022 @ 7pm ET, Dr. Chand Khanna

LIVE Panel Q&A Session

May 26, 2022 @ 7pm ET, by Drs. Promislow, Kutzler,
and Khanna
Please note, you must register separately for each
session. If you are unable to watch live, a recording will
be shared within a few days of each presentation.
Select each title above to go directly to the registration
page. The AKC Canine Health Foundation hope you enjoy
this unique educational opportunity!
Click here for more information about CHF-funded canine
cancer research
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Brags & Congratulations!

Shaker, photo by Patricia Hill

Ranger

Shaker comes out of retirement.

Ranger Rallies

CH Graceken Lycinan Earthshak›n BN CD TKN WC JH
CGC CGCU VC, better known as Shaker, came out of
retirement and landed a Best Veteran in Sweeps at the
PVGRC Specialty show on March 4, 2022.

Patricia Hill and her best friend Ranger, Lycinan’s Trail
Blazing Ranger BN, CGCA, CGCU, CCA, RN, TKN, were
super happy to get back in the Rally Ring at the PVGRC
Specialty in March. Ranger finished his Rally Novice
title with a big blue ribbon.

Shaker is owned and loved by Terry Standridge and
Cindy Williamson.

Thank you, Karen Schumaker and Mary Owens for the
Wednesday night coaching sessions.

Diane Hong’s dogs rank high
Trevor: AKC CGCA
2021 CDSP obedience ranking #12 in Open A class
Preliminary 2021 WCRL rally ranking #5 in RL3X
category (as of 3/26/22)
Becca: Preliminary 2021 WCRL rally rank #13 in
ARCHEX category (as of 3/26/22)

Trevor and Becca at a WCRL Rally Trial in 2021
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CANINE GOOD CITIZEN EVALUATIONS
The Canine Training Association hosted a CGC/CGC A
evaluation day on Sunday, March 13th.

Diana Hong & Trevor
		

Thirteen dog and handler teams that took the test.
Congratulations to all the teams that earned their titles.

Sharon Sparks &
Princess & Mowgli

Richard Streett & Fever

Kathy MacMillan & Chia

Donna Almond & Diesel

Maggie Mills & Clover

Kathy MacMillan & Missy

Kathy MacMillan & Gimli

Diann Prosser & Rocket

Dinah Epling & Dagger

Harriet Meyers & Mina

Kada Koger & ThunderBella
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GRADUATIONS
Here are a few recent graduates from Winter Basic
class sessions. It’s fun to celebrate their achievements.

Basic Obedience 1 Foundations

Ivy with Jessica Hanyok
Cash with Kathleen Sandy
			

Daisy Delight with Elizabeth
& Madelyn Sturgeon

Basic Obedience 2 Foundations played a rousing game of Canine Musical Chairs in their final class after a good warmup and training session.
Left to right: Amos the instructors dog waiting near the boombox, Jilly Joy & Nan Marks, Lexi & Rob Stein, Raven & Tracey Stein
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Message from your editor
Members: Send us your brags! Include photos showcasing your accomplishments or your adorable new
puppy. Don’t be shy! Give a Shout Out for your favorite instructor or tell us about interactions regarding
your dog, a positive training experience, or your life with your dogs in general.
We’d love to see our instructors having fun and lots of dogs in action shots!
Send your photos and articles to caninetrainingassociationnews@gmail.com

>

Submissions for the next newsletter are due by COB August 15, 2022
Next issue look forward to an article on photographing dogs from Arthur Belendiuk. If you haven’t seen Arthur’s
photography before you will be impressed.

Upcoming Class Schedules
At the time of writing schedules were accurate, however, some dates may have changed. Check the CTA website
for the most current information on the upcoming classes page (https://www.ctadogs.org/upcoming-classes/).
REGISTER for classes online at www.ctadogs.org. Enrollment fees vary depending on class and are on the website.
All sessions are 8 weeks long and dogs attend first orientation classes unless otherwise noted.
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2022 BELTSVILLE OBEDIENCE/CONFORMATION/FREESTYLE, UPCOMING CLASS SCHEDULE
Canine Training Association, 6826 Distribution Drive, Beltsville, MD 20705
Classes are 1 hour each for 8 weeks and dogs attend orientation unless indicated otherwise.

DAY

DATES

TIME

INSTRUCTOR

NOTES

Puppy Kindergarten
Saturday

Sept 10 – Nov 12

10:20 – 11:20 am

Matthews-White

age 8 to 16
weeks; No Class
Sep 24, Oct 8

Matthews-White

age 4 to 10
months;
No Class Dec
24, 31

Puppy First Grade
Saturday

Dec 3 – Feb 4 2023

10:20 – 11:20 am

Puppy Obedience
Monday

Jun 6 – Aug 1

6:30 pm

Brown & Hanes

50 minutes;
No class Jul 4

Monday

Aug 22 – Oct 17

6:30 pm

Brown & Hanes

50 minutes;
No class Sep 5

Manners
Wednesday

Jun 1 – Jul 20

7:30 pm

Collins

Wednesday

Aug 10 – Sep 28

7:30 pm

Collins

Basic Obedience (and Foundations 1)
Monday

Jun 6 – Aug 1

7:30 pm

Gilliam, Fernandez,
& Phillips

Thursday

Jun 2 – Jul 21

6:00 pm

Belendiuk

Saturday

Jun 11 – Aug 27

11:45 am

Putschi

Monday

Aug 22 – Oct 17

7:30 pm

Gilliam, Fernandez,
& Phillips

Thursday

Aug 11 – Sep 29

6:00 pm

Belendiuk

Saturday

Sep 10 – Nov 12

11:45 am

Putschi

No Class Sep 24,
Oct 8

Saturday

Dec 3 – Feb 4 2023

11:45 am

Putschi

No Class Dec
24, 31

No Class Jul 2, 9,
30, Aug 6

Basic Obedience Foundations 2 (continuing)
Saturday

Jun 11 – Aug 27

1:00 pm

Putschi

No Class Jul 2, 9,
30, Aug 6

Saturday

Sep 10 – Nov 12

1:00 pm

Putschi

No Class Sep 24,
Oct 8

Saturday

Dec 3 – Feb 4 2023

1:00 pm

Putschi

No Class Dec 24,
31
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Intermediate Obedience
Wednesday

Jun 1 – Jul 20

6:30 pm

Koebler & Han

Thursday

Jun 2nd – Jul 21

7:00 pm

LaDieu & Hong

Tuesday

Aug 9 – Sep 27

7:00 pm

Hanes & Streett

Wednesday

Aug 10 – Sep 28

6:30 pm

Koebler & Han

Thursday

Aug 11 – Sep 29

7:00 pm

LaDieu & Hong

Advanced Obedience, Open & Utility
Thursday

Jun 2nd – Jul 21

8:00 pm

Faber & La Dieu

Thursday

Aug 11 – Sep 29

8:00 pm

Faber & La Dieu

Jun 5 — Jun 26

6:30 pm

Barrows & Herzner

***Sunday***

4 weeks

***Before registering for Sunday class, contact Debbie Barrows at debrabarrows@hotmail.com

Open & Utility, Competition Obedience
Friday

Friday

Apr 29
May 13
May 27
Jun 10
Jun 24
Jul 8
Jul 22
Aug 5

9:30 am

Aug 19
Sep 2
Sep 16
Sep 30
Oct 14
Oct 28
Nov 11
Nov 25

9:30 am

Belendiuk

1.5 hour class
alternating
weeks, refer to
list of dates

Belendiuk

1.5 hour class
alternating
weeks, refer to
list of dates

Novice/Intermediate Trick Dog
Saturday

Sep 10 – Nov 12

9:00 – 10:00 am

Matthews-White

No Class Sep 24,
Oct 8

Matthews-White

No Class Dec
24, 31

Advanced/Expert Trick Dog
Saturday

Dec 3 – Feb 4 2023

9:00 – 10:00 am

Freestyle
Saturday

Jun 4 — Jul 23

3:00 pm

Chroniger

No Class Jul 2,
9, 30, Aug 6

Saturday

Aug 13 — Oct 15

3:00 pm

Chroniger

No class Sep
24, Oct 8

Saturday

Oct 22 — Dec 10

3:00 pm

Chroniger
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2022 DAVIDSONVILLE UPCOMING CLASS SCHEDULE
Canine Training Association, 3789 Queen Anne Bridge Road, Davidsonville, MD
Classes are 1 hour each for 8 weeks and dogs attend orientation unless indicated otherwise..

DAY

DATES

TIME

INSTRUCTOR

NOTES

Nosework II Continued
Monday (am)

current — May 9

10:00 am

Standridge

Puppy Basics
Wednesday (am)

current — Apr 27

10:00 am

Hayden or Long

* 6 weeks

Wednesday (am)

May 18 – Jun 22

10:00 am

Hayden or Long

* 6 weeks

Wednesday (am)

Jul 7- Aug 17

10:00 am

Hayden or Long

* 6 weeks

Puppy Obedience
Monday

current — May 16

6:00 pm – 6:50 pm

Bolen & Logan

Memorial Day

Monday

Jun 6th –Aug 1

6:00 pm – 6:50 pm

Bolen & Logan

July 4th

Basic Obedience I
Monday

current — May 16

7:00 pm

Brumfield & Hortman

Memorial Day

Monday

Jun 6 – Aug 1

7:00 pm

Brumfield & Hortman

July 4th

Tuesday (am)

May 3 – Jun 21

10:00 am

Long

Tuesday (am)

Jul 5 – Aug 23

10:00 am

Long

Tuesday

current — May 10

6:30 pm

Bolen & Bennett

no dogs in
1st class

Tuesday

May 24 –Jul 12

6:30 pm

Bolen & Bennett

no dogs in
1st class

Basic Obedience II (Intermediate)
Tuesday (am)

May 3 – Jun 21

11:30 am

Long

Tuesday (am)

Jul 5 – Aug 23

11:30 am

Long

Tuesday (am)

Sep 6 – Oct 25

11:30 am

Long

Tuesday (am)

Nov 1st –Dec 20

11:30 am

Long

Tuesday

current — May 10

7:30 pm

Bolen & Bennett

Tuesday

May 24 –Jul 12

7:30 pm

Bolen & Bennett
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Basic Obedience III (Advanced Intermediate)
Wednesday (am)

Apr 27 – Jun 15

11:30 am

Long

Wednesday (am)

Jun 29 –Aug 17

11:30 am

Long

Advanced Obedience: Open & Utility
Thursday

current — May 5

7:00 pm

Logan

Thursday

May 19 – Jul 7

7:00 pm

Logan

Rally Run Thrus
Wednesday

Apr 20 – May 11

7:30 pm

Schumaker & Owens

* 4 weeks

Saturday (am)
Spring Tune-up
Run thrus!

Mar 12

10:00-1:30

Schumaker & Owens

Scored

10:00-11:00

Novice, for class participants only

Free

11:00-11:45

Novice/Intermediate

12:00-12:45

Advanced/Excellent

1:00-1:45

Masters

(time slot details)

$15.00 for 1 run,
$20.00 for 2

Canine
Training
Association
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2022 BELTSVILLE AGILITY, UPCOMING CLASS SCHEDULE
Canine Training Association | 6822 Distribution Drive, Beltsville, MD 20705
All Agility classes are 1 hour 20 minutes each for 6 weeks unless noted otherwise.
Read the Individual class descriptions for prerequisites and requirements.
DAY

DATES

TIME

INSTRUCTOR

NOTES

Building Blocks for Puppies l
Monday

May 2 –Jun 20

6:00 pm – 7:20 pm

Martins & Wright

incl skip dates

Building Blocks for Puppies II
Monday

Jul 11– Aug 15

6:00 pm – 7:20 pm

Martins & Wright

Basic Agility I (or Agility Foundation l)
Wednesday

Apr 27 – Jun 1

6:00 pm – 7:20 pm

McNally & McNally

Monday

May 2 –Jun 20

7:30 pm – 9:00 pm

Martins & Wright

incl skip dates

Basic Agility II (or Agility Foundation ll)
Thursday

Apr 28 –Jun 2

6:00 pm – 7:20 pm

Martins/McNally

Monday

Jul 11– Aug 15

7:30 pm – 9:00 pm

Martins & Wright

Basic Agility III
Wednesday

Apr 27 – Jun 1

7:30 pm – 9:00 pm

McNally & McNally

Wednesday

Jun 22 – Jul 27

6:00 pm – 7:20 pm

McNally & McNally

Thursday

Jun 23 – Jul 28

6:00 pm – 7:20 pm

McNally & McNally

Pre-Competition Agility
Tuesday

Apr 26 – May 31

6:00 pm – 7:20 pm

Glass

Monday (am)

May 2 –Jun 14

10:00 am – 11:20 am

Swan

Tuesday

Jun 7 – Jul 12

6:00 pm – 7:20 pm

Glass

Monday (am)

Jun 27 – Aug 8

10:00 am – 11:20 am

Swan

Wednesday

Jun 22 – Jul 27

7:30 pm- 9;00 pm

McNally & McNally

July 4th skip

Competition Agility
Thursday

Apr 28 – Jun 2

7:30 pm – 9:00 pm

Dwyer & Mullings

Thursday

Jun 16 – Jul 21

7:30 pm – 9:00 pm

Dwyer & Mullings
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